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THIS WEEK IN BEAUTY |  FALL FAVORITES 
 

NOVEMBER 10, 2016  
 

 

This week I’m sharing some of my favorite beauty products for fall! As a follow-up, I will 
be sharing another video on YouTube for my This Week in Beauty series next week. As much 
as I love writing about my experience with each of these products, I’m better able to express 
my thoughts on the products by talking through them with you and sharing my stories on 
video. Till then, feel free to head over to my Instagram and ask me questions about the 
products. I’d love to create a short video about any of these beauty favorites. 

I also wanted to thank everyone who participated in the Caudalíe giveaway. Congratulations 
to Alexandra Mita on winning the giveaway! Can’t wait to hear about her experience with 
their skincare line. I’m positive she’s going to love it! They have an amazing lineup 
for holiday gift sets! Hint, Hint, if anyone is reading this post that might get me something 
for the holidays, please pickup this hand cream trio. I always need hand lotion in my purse! 
Hehe. 
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N U D E S T I X  S H A D O W  P E N C I L S  

This set of shadow pencils are the perfect set for the fall season. The set includes three 
colors; Taupe, Twilight and Lilith. The classic set makes it easy to use for your everyday 
colors. The Lilith pencil can be used to highlight above the upper lid of the eye or inner eye. 
The set also comes in a cute tin that includes a mirror to apply all your makeup and also 
includes a sharper. What I love most is that the shadow doesn’t smear!! Just let it set for a 
minute and you are good to go. No need to worry. Thanks NudeStix, you get us! 

 

http://thecorporatecatwalk.com/2016/11/10/week-beauty-fall-favorites/  

	


